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An intrepid investigation of the criminal world of wildlife trafficking--the poachers, the traders,

and the customers--and of those fighting against itJournalist Rachel Nuwer plunges the reader

into the underground of global wildlife trafficking, a topic she has been investigating for nearly a

decade. Our insatiable demand for animals--for jewelry, pets, medicine, meat, trophies, and fur--

is driving a worldwide poaching epidemic, threatening the continued existence of countless

species. Illegal wildlife trade now ranks among the largest contraband industries in the world,

yet compared to drug, arms, or human trafficking, the wildlife crisis has received scant

attention and support, leaving it up to passionate individuals fighting on the ground to try to

ensure that elephants, tigers, rhinos, and more are still around for future generations.As Reefer

Madness (Schlosser) took us into the drug market, or Susan Orlean descended into the

swampy obsessions of TheOrchid Thief, Nuwer--an award-winning science journalist with a

background in ecology--takes readers on a narrative journey to the front lines of the trade: to

killing fields in Africa, traditional medicine black markets in China, and wild meat restaurants in

Vietnam. Through exhaustive first-hand reporting that took her to ten countries, Nuwer

explores the forces currently driving demand for animals and their parts; the toll that demand is

extracting on species across the planet; and the conservationists, rangers, and activists who

believe it is not too late to stop the impending extinctions. More than a depressing list of

statistics, Poached is the story of the people who believe this is a battle that can be won, that

our animals are not beyond salvation.
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Ken Mccloud, “THE BEST BOOK ON THE UNLAWFUL WILDLIFE TRADE & ILLEGAL

WILDLIFE TRAFFICKING. I do not personally know the Author of this book well, but I have

spent my life devoted to the study of wildlife and for over 31 years worked as a Supervisory

Wildlife Inspector, Special Agent and Senior Special Agent for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Office of Law Enforcement, including the Branch of Special Operations (FWS/OLE);

then 6 years as the Chief Crimes Investigator at a major Humane Society and presently the

Curator of Natural History for a Major Museum, etc. Through this continuing career, I have

specialized in combatting the unlawful trafficking of endangered, imperiled and protected

species and studied any reference on this topic, and now lecture to large groups on these

important topics. I was extremely impressed with the devotion, research and details Rachel

NUWER put into this single book. All the fine books, Rachel NUWER mentioned in her Book,

"POACHED" I have read and studied. As I have mentioned to others, given the fact that a

significant number of newly hired and even some veteran FWS/OLE Wildlife Inspectors and

Special Agents lack this type of knowledge on the commercial poaching, smuggling, and

organized crime, I highly recommend they read this detailed account of this horrific industry.

Often this international wildlife and flora trafficking are interwoven with drugs, weapons and

even child-sex smuggling and this investigative journalist was able to capture the raw truth that

goes with wildlife smuggling which I find outstanding! I would strongly suggest that the FWS/

OLE make this book mandatory reading for all new hires. I commend Rachel NUWER on an

excellent book, "POACHED"! s/ Ken McCloud, RETIRED Senior Special Agent, U.S. FWS/

OLE, etc.”

D.E., “Very well researched and written. Poached is easily one of the best books I have ever

read. Ms. Nuwer is a very skilled wordsmith as well as a courageous and highly committed

investigative journalist; I am glad she transitioned from doing conservation science to

conservation journalism. If animal welfare is important to you this book is not always easy to

read - I would not have been able to contain my rage when presented with a captured civet



presented in a bag alive or when watching a cobra being vivisected in a restaurant to obtain it's

heart, but enduring these situations and remaining outwardly calm and somewhat detached

are absolutely necessary if you are going to write an informed article or book about these

topics. Rachel Nuwer took some big personal risks to meet with poachers and wildlife traders.

This book is hopefully the first of many from her.”

Karin Oatley, “This is an email I sent to the author, great book. Hi Rachel,My name is Caroline

and I am a HUGE fan. If you have a few minutes to read my email I would greatly appreciate it.I

recently graduated from the __________________ where I studied Wildlife and Conservation

Biology. I took a course called "Illegal Wildlife Trafficking". In that course my professor had us

split up into "book clubs" and my group read your (incredibly amazing) book Poached: Inside

the Dark World of Wildlife Trafficking. I loved how you made the book so educational but also

interesting. Your journey throughout the book was very brave; seeing the personal side of the

hunters and traders was aweing. I think outsiders (especially people in developed countries)

don't truly understand how hard life can be and why people hunt wildlife; sometimes it's all they

can do to put food on the table. On the flip side, seeing the insiders view on policy making

really showed how difficult it can be to implement and enforce wildlife laws. I never knew

anything about CITES meetings but your book really painted a clear picture on how hard it can

be to pass certain policies in certain countries and how easily local law enforcement can be

swayed to bend the laws for people they know.Before reading your book I wasn't aware of how

badly some species need to be saved from illegal hunting. Ever since my high school days I

have wanted to work with bonobos and I am now looking into postgraduate programs in

bonobo research. I hope to start a career in primate conservation in Africa when I finish. I feel

that I could gain a lot of knowledge from you.Thank you so much for taking time out of your day

to read my email!!! I will leave my contact information below. Have a great day.”

Bird Lover, “Impressive! An engaging personal tour that shines a bright light on a very dark

subject.. Nuwer writes in such a personable style that I feel like I know her now. She has a

sense of humor that can be very witty, but only when appropriate. But make no mistake: she’s

foremost a go-for-the-throat investigative journalist. And here, Nuwer leads us on a personal

tour of the global poaching crisis, driven primarily by Asian demand for traditional medicines

and status symbols. She explores the issue thoroughly, from all sides. The full scope is

disheartening, to say the least. There are glimmers of hope for the next generation, and many

selfless heroes working for change. Will the animals survive? It looks grim, indeed, but I’m very

glad Rachel  Nuwer is sounding the alarm in away that will enlighten many.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining and informative!. The author breathes life, humor, and a

sense of adventure into the heavy but important topic of the illegal wildlife trade. In addition to

the requisite numbers and research, there is a ton of critical on-the-ground reporting--the

author personally dives deep and travels extensively for interviews and to see the ins and outs

of this world for herself, and paints a vivid picture of the environments she encounters and

characters she meets. All sides are represented, from those fighting the trade, to the

perpetrators (and consumers and bureaucrats who enable them), and while it's clear where the

author's sympathies justifiably lie, the interviews and field trips with the latter two are important

in illuminating the hows and whys of the trade. It's a starkly honest account--there's no

sugarcoating the reality--but moments of hope are found, and not simply shoehorned in for

their own sake, largely in the success stories and the inspiring people that drive them.



Entertaining characters and slices of adventure run throughout the book, making for a quick

read that was hard to put down.”

Brendan D-B, “Fantastic. I read conservation books non stop but this is fantastic. Very in depth.

No pulled punches, exposing the sad truth and tiny glimmers of hope. The book covers multiple

areas of the trade whilst still maintaining Rachel Love Nuwers personality throughout. A must

read for anybody interested in learning about the trade and the truth.”

Sam, “Very insightful. A really good interesting read for anyone into this kind of thing. More

people should read this, very insightful”

Oliver, “Great book. Fantastic book, really easy read and incredibly informative!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Recommend reading. Interesting and educational read”

BEX, “Fascinating book. Fascinating book”

The book by Rachel Love Nuwer has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 145 people have provided

feedback.
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